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About This Game

"In the beginning, there was only an excruciating, screaming void, wherein twisted souls writhed about, imprisoned in nothingness.
Then the darkness was pierced by Luce, and with her came warmth and order. The time of men had begun, and would last many

eras. But the 14th era is one of Darkness…"
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As Nyx, an old, retired warrior, evade the Shadows and find your way through the crooked corridors of gloomy dungeons,
navigate the treacherous pathways of the darkened overworld and fight emissaries of darkness in long-forgotten temples. Many
puzzles and deadly traps stand between you and your goal – to bring your daughter Aether to the last place on the face of Earth

that still sees light.

Inspired by games such as Dark Souls and ICO, Fall of Light rewards those who explore the world on their own and draw their
own conclusions. Meet odd characters, search through every nook and cranny to unlock hidden secrets and learn more about the

history and lore of the somber world around you. Pick your favorite combination of close-range weapons, crossbows and
shields, determine your fighting stance and get ready to face hordes of crafty enemies. And above all, keep your daughter from

harm, as she is the light piercing the darkness and the key to unlocking forbidden passages.

Features:

20 different battle stances, including two-handed and dual-wielding

10 weapon classes covering both short-range and long-range weaponry

Guide and protect your companion – Aether, the Indigo child

Fight Shadows, soldiers of darkness and underworld bosses

Explore the overworld, scour dungeons and temples to gain and use special powers

Uncover many secrets and solve various environmental puzzles
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This is the first game i returned, 2.5d game , NOT 3D. See Homeworld for a definition of 3d space game or hell for turn based
full 3d game "Flotilla".

And for some one that played many space games, Rts games and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile games
like this one i can't seem to easily move around the map. ANd why the hell do I need to make a line from my ship to the other
ship to attack it. a repair timer? a repair timer on a single player game there is a time wall, a candy crush level game mechanic.

TLDR :: Broken controls, Bad description.. I don't see how you solve the puzzle with zombies attacking you, but this game has a
fun challenge to it. I wanted to like Hexels but it turns out it doesn't seem to be for me. Here's a few problems that I had.

The lack of a text tool makes much of my work require other programs.

Even though there's an example video showing parallax scrolling continuous backgrounds there's no source file or worked
example. The majority of worked examples are for static artwork. Creating a seamless scrolling background has a couple of
challenges that I would have liked to see an expert address in a tutorial.

The user interface is ... different and seems inconsistent with things like sub windows not re-sizing consistently (and not resizing
dynamically). It's very easy to mess up the UI with imprecise clicking. Things like the grid don't really seem to always line up
with the drawn objects in their examples - the art seems to have a higher resolution than the grid which is weird.

. You'll read everyone say about how this is a hidden gem of older gaming. How it's gameplay was amazing, how it's graphics
were and still are amazing for a game from 2002. How it has tons of replayability.

It's all true.

The game is probably one of my most played games from back in the day, and although the steam review doesn't show it, I have
had maybe thousand+ hours on it's whimsical wonder. Picking a ship, kitting it out with the best crew you can get, the best
weapons... Buy a few more ships and let them have the scraps. Fighting large engagements from 1v1 to 1v7, in fleets of 10.

It has a compelling story that makes you WISH there was a sequel to the movie, or even a remake in a day more accepting of
CGI space fantasy. It has (almost) All of your favorite characters from the movie and more. But of everything just don't get
attached to your rudder. It won't stay attached to you for very long. :)

So I absolutely suggest you get this game, lower the solar sails, pick a rodent and start firing! Don't worry, there's plenty to go
around.. I you're good at shoot em' ups, this one is good for you. This game really feels like an arcade game.. Unfortunately, I
will not be finishing this game. After original game I was looking to this one but I got disappointed. The controls, mixed up
story of all different characters, stupid and unusable fighting controls, beasts I cannot fight at all so I die all over. I am sorry but
I am not happy. I will try third instalment of the Dreamfall and see maybe it will be better.. This is seriously one of the most
bland and boring games I have ever played in my life. Trading cards are worth a lot though.
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Very cool game. I like the way it makes you consider a lot of different options and choices about your own life perspective
through smart puzzles and storytelling. Looking forward for some more, I'd love to see how it unfolds! :-). This is a hard review
I really wanted to give this game a pass but unfortunately the execution was barely passable. Gameplay mechanics are overall
clunky, the graphics are not there, and the progression is one dimensional.

Here is a bit more depth to the review into the only 3 game modes included in the game:

- Manage game mode: This is where you set up and expand your company. This could have been a great system if there was
more interaction than just pressing buy on a skill or item until you run out of cash. That is as much dept as this has.

- Control mode: It is basically a top down click the icon game. An assistance call comes in, you grab the nearest available car
and click on the call location. Over and over, and over, ad nauseum. Extremely frustrating that there is absolutely no onboarding
for any of the mechanics either. All of a sudden the month ends and you find out you did a poor job, just because the tow trucks
you are sending out don't change tires... oh I had to sent out just a basic car? doesn't make sense that the guy on the tow truck
can't help, doesn't it?

- Missions mode: This one is the one you get pitched more but its as shallow as a dinner plate. New missions are only unlocked
after grinding quite a bit on control mode. Given, the portrayal of the NPC's are something I can completely see happening in
real life. Unfortunately the controls are clunky, clicking does not always respond to your input. You get random cars ghosting
through the player, etc. To make things even more disappointing is that as soon as you do the mission once, you can do it with
your eyes closed the next time. They repeat down to the last detail so there is absolutely no challenge.

In conclusion I would give this game a pass. Wait for a sale or something as its not even worth the launch prize. I did get some
entertainment out of it but, honestly, had I known I would have played something else.

Graphics 6\/10
Gameplay 3\/10
Replayabilty 1\/10

3\/10 overall score. Great game so far for the kids, funny and cute. feels polished and for 2 quid you can't go wrong.. Okay, I've
been wanting to get a "new" breakout style game for a while, and this is the first one I bought, and I'm not disappointed. It's silly
and nonsensical, with nicely drawn and sometimes disgusting pixel art, and good physics and some gameplay twists (bullet time
is your most basic arsenal).

Get it while it's cheap.. This is my first and probably one review of a game I will ever do. Why am I writing this?
Because this game is great! Really too good to not recommend!

Its 2017 and I have been playing hundreds of game since this one (mostly on PC) and I still cant find a game that has a better
storymode than this. It is never boring and very versatile. You go from different missons but all the time for the same goal and
even if the game is linear in a way you still feel free and do not ever have to think about glitches or controls restraining you in
the progress of moving forward.

The only thing that is a bit sad about this game is that it is short. Therefore I will match this review keeping it short aswell.
Thanks for reading

Patch 1.23 Out Now!:
Hi everyone,

we have just uploaded a small patch for Fall of Light, here's the changelog:

* FIX for a random crash defeating the Guardian of the Temple of Water
* Improve the character speed when you’re using the 2 handed weapons. Patch 1.21 out now!:
Patch 1.2.1 for Fall of Light has just been released.

We restored the fix introduced by the 1.2.0 and added a couple of fixes and improvements:
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* Fixed a random crash in the Nightmare mode (from 1.2.0)
* Added particles on the objects that hide fragments of Luce as hint (from 1.2.0)
* Improved the performances at LOW graphic quality setting
* Now the graphic quality settings are updated immediately whitout need come back to the main menu
* Fixed a crash if the player leaves an action without a button associated in the control option page. Fall of Light: Darkest
Edition free update is OUT NOW!:

Hi guys,

we have some exciting news for you! Fall of Light: Darkest Edition just arrived to PC!

Experience the definitive edition of Fall of Light that includes brand new dungeons, bosses, traps, enemies, weapons and many
more improvements!

Patch 1.5 - Release Notes:. FIX: MacOS build not starting:
Hello Mac users! We have released a new patch yesterday (1.17) and unfortunately there was a small configuration error that
stopped the game from launching. Everything is fixed now, so if you have trouble with running Fall of Light on Mac (missing
executable), please restart Steam and everything will work again.

Sorry for the trouble!. Temporary Rollback to the 1.19b:
Hi folks,
we discoreved a tiny bug (tiny but tricky to fix) and we decided to temporarily rollback the game to the build 1.19b.

The build 1.20 will come back online asap!

Sorry for the troubles and thank you for your patience!. Patch 1.17 out now + changelog:
Patch 1.17 is now available. It brings important tweaks and fixes, many of them are based on the players' feedback! Thanks to
everyone who contributed with a bugreport!

Demo builds have been updated as well.
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*** FEATURES
* Player's Stamina 120 -> 130
* Improved range for Halberds and Warhammers
* Player's stun time 3 -> 1.5
* Player's attack speed rebalancing
* Delay before performing Dash and Roll removed
* Improved Aether's movement speed
* Added new scene after collecting the Amulet of Shadow
* Added rumble support
* Aether's kidnapping sequence rebalanced

*** FIXES
* FIX: Hitboxes of the enemies
* FIX: Some tutorials that didn't appear correctly
* FIX: Wall of fire still turned on in the Graveyard after defeating the Boss
* FIX: Aether couldn't get up after a failed kidnapping
* FIX: Ranged enemies able to attack when getting hit
* FIX: Halberd+++ icons
* FIX: Building in the city without collision
* FIX: Achievements not unlocked during the game
* FIX: left item's slot in the pack was impossible to select
* FIX: inverted achievements names and descriptions for Fire Guardiand and Electricity Guardian
* MINOR bug fixes

In case you're experiencing trouble after updating to the new version, please let us know in this thread. This thread serves only to
discuss the patch and bugs related to this patch.

It is possible to roll back to previous version: right-click the game in the library, go to Properties -> Betas tab, and select
"Original_build" from the drop-down menu.
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